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Abstract
A simple method of synthesizing nano hydroxyapatite (HA) has been developed by biomimetic wet chemical precipitation method. Powder X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD), Transmission electron Microscopy (TEM) were employed to characterize the formation of HA and its size where the biomolecules Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), Methionine (MET), and Glycine (GLY) are used as HA growth medium. The results, FTIR showed the interaction between biomolecules-HA is through the C=O (carboxylic) group present in biomolecules and the flurometric studies confirms the stability of the biomolecule at 1000ºC. Such stability of biomolecule has a potential application in biocompatibility, biological response of host by cell attachment & activation, and also provides drug delivery in resorbable bone implants.
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Introduction

Bone is a unique composite containing 10% of water, 20 (wt) % of collagen, 69 (wt) % of mineral phase and other organic minerals in small quantities. The main function of collagen is elasticity and structural supports were HA in the form of needles and plates arranged parallel to collagen provides stiffness to bone tissue. Of this 69% of mineral phase, 95% is of HA \([\text{Ca}_{10}(\text{PO}_4)_6(\text{OH})_2]\) hence synthetic HA with as excellent properties like biocompatibility, bioactivity, nontoxicity, noninflamatory, and most important osteoconductivity (i.e. slowly reabsorbed by the host bone after implantation) has been made for extensive use in repair and reconstruction of hard tissue [1-4].

The application of HA depends on the crystal shape, size, crystallinity, thermal stability and solubility criteria’s, which are all strongly influenced by the biomineralization process (as present in natural bone & teeth) [5]. Understanding the natural mechanism of biomineralization for the development of new materials is called “biomimetics” [6]. Biomolecules present in human blood participates in biomineralization process to form new bones. Human Serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein in blood plasma. Albumins of many different mammalian shows similarities in there pysico-chemical properties with HAS among those Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) shows 76% sequential identity with HSA [7]. BSA is a serum albumin protein comes from Ox cattle’s, hence the name “bovine”. The full length BSA precursor protein has 607 amino acids which are further cleaved to yield mature BSA with 585 amino acids. The glycine and methionine content in BSA are lower than in the average protein [8].

It is well known that HA shows high affinity for biomolecule [9-11] which helps to remove pathogens from blood or act as carrier for drug delivery. Surface interaction of biomolecule with materials plays two important roles such as determination of the final success of the implanted material by biological response and establishes cell attachment and activation [12-13]. In some cases these interactions produce adverse effects. In the present scenario therefore a detailed understanding of the formation mechanism in natural mineralization process and biomolecule-material interaction is essential to tailor the surface of the materials for its final success.

In order to address such issue and to improve our knowledge our present study is focused on HA-BSA (i.e. material-biomolecule) interaction, its stability at higher temperature and also to make a comparative study between HA-BSA with HA-MET, HA-GLY as BSA contains both Glycine and Methionine as its amino acid block. Later the samples has been structurally characterized and investigated as well.
Experimental

Materials and methods

All chemicals used in this study namely calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)2.4H2O), diammonium hydrogen phosphate ((NH4)2HPO4), BSA, Methionine (MET), Glycine (GLY) and ammonia was analytical grade reagents.

To carry out a comparative study, HA samples were synthesized separately with BSA, MET & GLY at 0.05% which involves two steps as shown in Figure 1. Three freshly prepared calcium nitrate tetrahydrate solution of strength 0.4M was made alkaline by using ammonia: water in 1:2 ratio and the pH was adjusted to 9-11. 50ml of 0.05% BSA, MET and GLY was made in three different reactors. The above Ca(NO3)2 4H2O solution was mixed separately with BSA,MET & GLY and gently stirred for 15min to ensure uniform distribution. Then it was incubated at room temperature for 24h. After 24h, freshly prepared 0.156M diammonium hydrogen phosphate solution was made alkaline using 1:1 ratio of ammonia: water and mixed with the incubated solution under stirring condition along the sidewalls of the beaker.
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**Figure 1** Flow chart for the synthesis of HA with BSA/MET/GLY
Instantly the colorless solution turns milky white followed by precipitation which was allowed to age for 7 days, to mimic the biomineralization process for binding HA with biomolecule. Ca(NO₃)₂ 4H₂O and (NH₄)₂HPO₄ where mixed with Ca/P ratio of 1.67. After aging all the samples was decanted and washed with double distilled water several times to remove contamination and to attain pH 7.4±1, further it was dried in oven at 80°C for 48h.

Thus the obtained three samples have been designated as HA-BSA, HA-MET and HA-GLY respectively. Later HA samples were structurally characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker model D8, target Co-Kα), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM, Philips model CM30T), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, JASCO Spectrophotometer (Hitachi model, F-7000).

**Results and Discussion**

**X-ray Diffraction (XRD)**

XRD studies confirmed the formation of nano-HA synthesized with biomolecules BSA, MET & GLY. The broadening of the peaks indicates the nanocrystalline nature of HA with almost identical diffraction pattern in all the three samples (**Figure 2**). Obtained pattern comprises reflections from (002), (210), (211), (300), (112), (310), (222), (213), and (411) planes which exhibits characteristics peaks of HA. In situ Formation of HA in biomolecules by the process of biomimetic is interesting from the point of view that it is close to natural HA. Table 1 results showed that the percentage of HA crystallinity synthesized in BSA, MET & GLY.

**Table 1** Crystallinity of HA calculated from the XRD pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Crystallinity %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA-BSA</td>
<td>36.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA-MET</td>
<td>39.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA-GLY</td>
<td>32.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 2** XRD pattern of HA-BSA showing reflections from (002), (210), (211), (300), (112), (310), (222), (213), and (411) planes.
Figure 2 XRD pattern of (A) HA-BSA, (B) HA-MET and (C) HA-GLY
Figure 3 A: FTIR spectra of BSA and HA-BSA, B: FTIR spectra of MET and HA-MET, C: FTIR spectra of GLY and HA-GLY.

Figure 4 Schematic representation of interaction between Biomolecule and HA.
Along with XRD, FTIR also confirmed the formation of nano HA in all three samples. All three HA samples revealed almost similar FTIR spectrum, except small change in the absorbance bands associated with HA (Figure 3). The absorbance band obtained at 3429 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to OH stretching band. Band at 2925 and 2855 is due to \(-\text{CH}_2-\) stretching. The peak at 1644 cm\(^{-1}\) was attributed due to the OH bending. The broad and high intensity band at 1036 cm\(^{-1}\) derives from O-P stretching band, while at 874 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates HPO\(_4^{2-}\) stretching. Similarly peaks at 566 & 604 were assigned to P-O-P band formation.

It is clearly observed in the encircled area of Figure 3 A, B & C, that the band corresponds to C=O stretching in all three FTIR spectra’s of BSA, Methionine, and Glycine shows a drastic variation after interaction with HA. Obtained results manifest that HA binds through C=O group of BSA, MET & GLY. By the formation of interaction between HA with BSA, MET & GLY it prevents the C=O stretching by the overlap of O-P band stretch. Figure 4 shows the schematic representation of interaction between Biomolecule and HA.

**Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)**

Transmission electron microscopy was performed with the aim of analyzing the size and morphology of synthesized HA. The process of biomineralization (i.e. the biomolecules in host), generally controls the mineralization kinetics of hard tissue at different skeletal structures. TEM images are represented in the Figure 5. All three TEM images show HA synthesized mostly have rod-like morphology and relatively homogeneous in terms of thickness and highly regular in shape with an average particle size of 5-15nm breath and length of 30-40nm in dimension. Among the three synthesized HA-MET shows smaller particles followed HA-GLY and HA-BSA.
Figure 5 A: TEM image of HA-BSA, B: TEM image of HA-MET, and C: TEM image of HA-GLY.

Fluorescent Spectroscopy (FS):
Fluorimetric studies confirm the presence of biomolecules remain even after sintering the HA nanocomposite in a tubular furnace at 1000°C for 2hrs. The fluorescent spectral images are represented in the Figure 6. The emission wavelengths obtained for pure BSA, MET, & GLY without heat treatment are at 330nm, 308.61nm, & 310.16nm respectively. When treated at 80°C gives emission wavelength at 326.15nm, 309.04nm, & 309.30nm respectively, further treatment at 1000°C for 2hrs made all three samples to get.
evaporate. Where as HA precipitate synthesized with BSA, MET & GLY dried at 80°C for 48h gives emission wavelength at 322.4nm for HA-BSA, 309.64nm for HA-MET and 309.73nm for HA-GLY. Similarly all three HA samples treated at 1000°C for 2hrs gives emission wavelength at 309.31nm, 319.50nm and 319.29nm respectively which is well within the range of emission. Therefore the stability of biomolecule at 1000°C is confirmed which is attained due to the interaction formed between nano-HA and biomolecule.

It is true that as of now, the present development is a proof of concept to understand HA-biomolecule interaction and its stability at higher temperature rather than a total solution. However, it needs further investigation to make it clear and we are analyzing its impact and aim to report the same soon.

Conclusion

In summary, this investigation has resulted in brief description of biomimetic synthesis process of HA with better understanding of HA-biomolecules interaction and its stability at higher temperature. The most attractive part of this study, FTIR which shows that HA binds through the C=O (carboxylic) group present in BSA, MET & GLY and the fluorimetric studies manifests the stability of biomolecule treated at 1000°C for 2h which is attained by HA interaction. By the binding of biomolecule-HA and its stability at higher temperature plays a potential application in biocompatibility, biological response of host by cell attachment & activation, and also provides drug delivery in resorbable bone implants.
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